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1. Sub-Human Before he was Oldtimer, he was Craig Emilson, a young doctor sucked into military
service at the outbreak of World War III. Enlisting to become a Special Forces suborbital
paratrooper, Craig is selected to take part in the most important mission in American military history
- a sortie into enemy territory to eliminate the world's first strong artificial intelligence. The mission is
only the beginning of Craig's story and the story of humanity as well as they accelerate toward a
world that is post-human. If you're already a fan of the smash-hit Post-Human Series, this prequel to
Post-Human, Sub-Human, will answer the previously unanswered questions of how the post-human
world came to be. And if you're new to the series, Sub-Human will serve as an engrossing
introduction to a possible future that has enraptured tens of thousands of listeners! 2. Post-Human
The future should have been perfect. Microscopic robots known as nans could repair any damage
to your body, keep you young by resetting your cellular clocks, and allow you to download upgrades
like intelligence, muscle strength, and eyesight. You were supposed to be able to have anything you
wanted with a simple thought, to be able to fly without the aid of a machine, to be able to live
forever. But when a small group of five terraformers working on Venus return to Earth, they discover
that every other human in the solar system has been gruesomely murdered. Now James Keats and
his four companions must discover what happened to the rest of humanity and fight back if they
wish to avoid the same horrifying fate. Welcome to the post-human era.... 3. Trans-Human In this
sequel to Post-Human, humanity will be forced to face a future more advanced than it could have
imagined if it wants to survive. Nineteen months have passed since the AI turned against humanity
and was subsequently destroyed. In the meantime James Keats has turned over the AI's powers to
a nonintelligent, easily controlled operating system. He and Thel have left the planet and spent six
months vacationing on Venus, which has been newly terraformed without the consent or knowledge
of the Governing Council. The AI has been deleted, but the message it sent out into the abyss of
space in search of a companion has been answered. An alien force dwarfing the Earth is on its way
to find out why the AI has stopped communicating. Keats and company can only assume its
intentions will be hostile when it finds out the truth. Only one thing is for sure: Nothing will ever be
the same again. Welcome to the Trans-Human era. Welcome to the singularity. 4. Human Plus The
Post-Human Trilogy is done, but the Post-Human series is just heating up! Human Plus is the fourth
story in the smash hit science-fiction series. Not exactly a sequel, not exactly a prequel, Human
Plus will defy expectations. No matter what you thought was coming next, you're in for a surprise!
Just one caution: When you're finished you're going to want to share the surprises with everyone
online.... Please don't! Please respect future listeners, and let them enjoy the surprises just as much

as you did!
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I believe it is important to start in noting, this is a serial and the books do not necessarily stand alone
well. If you are willing to invest yourself in the series, you are in for quite a ride. Some reviewers
have stated the characters and/or settings aren't well developed. These are developed over time
and as the story progresses, through the series. Think of this as meeting someone new, or moving
to a new place. You don't learn everything about a new person or place immediately... it takes
time.The story begins in a near future world where singularity is a reality. The advantages and
disadvantages of AI and Strong AI are explored from a more realistic point of view, in my opinion,
than many of the others I have read, then an intriguing twist appears, later in the series.The series,
also, explores time and inter-dimensional travel. As a couple of the other reviewers have noted, his
explanations are a bit sketchy and he blends theories that, as we currently understand them, don't
really blend well. We are talking about theoretical physics, however, so who's to say our
understanding won't change, or we won't learn to manipulate what we believe to be unbreakable
physical "laws," in the future? Don't let minor discrepancies or a few things that appear implausible
dissuade you from exploring and enjoying this excellent series.

I read them individually, not in this set.Avoiding all the verbiage, any sci-fi fans should take serious
note of this author. His thinking is out of the box, his writing cohesive and entertaining, and above

all, he expands your mind. Buy 'em all :)))

David Simpson has created a masterpiece, a view into one possible new and frightening world.
Mankind has sent itself on a path that could mean the end of human life, as in our quest for an
easier life. Long talked about and feared by many, Artificial Intelligence has become a real and
"living" thing.Wow. Take this amazing trip through a future world. Artificial Intelligence know controls
what the world has become Books one through three lead you on an unforgettable journey through
the future, with a cast of characters that grab you and make everything you thought impossible
seem real.Everything changes as life on Earth is almost destroyed. What is left is controlled and
hunted by what man has created an Artificial Intelligence. One that grows stronger, more powerful
and becomes evil and self sustaining.Our heroes are locked in a battle to save life and the world.
They travel to a new world attempting to find a way to defeat the powerful destructive AI.As you
follow the many twists and turns one man, James becomes what appears to be the only hope left for
the human race; or what is left to save.Then book four appears to be completely unrelated, going in
a totally new direction. As you become engrossed in a new plot and wonder what is next..you are
suddenly blindsided.You discover how the AI was developed and the entire series becomes clear.
How very tricky, of David Simpson.Can not wait for book five, it is sure to be another "can't put
down" page turner.

WOW!!!! I love this series!!! I read all four books in four days and I loved every minute of it!! This is
my first time reading books by David Simpson, and I'm now a huge fan! The stories are fast pace
and will keep you turning pages well into the night so you can see what happens next. One of the
best I've ever read - these now top the list of my all-time favorite books!!!

Fantastic books. I've been on a SciFi binge and so many authors start to seem redundant. I love the
unique take on the future, his writing style, and the characters. They are not
exaggerations/caricatures like I found in other books.Also, I expected the story to end about 10
times yet it kept extending and turning. Many times that can be annoying but it really worked here.

What an incredible opportunity! These books would make any sci-fi lover happy. I read each one of
these individually as they were published and was surprised how my expectations were exceeded
each time. Get these books while they are free, but definitely worth paying for if you miss this
special offer.Like Star Wars, the books weren't written in order, but no problem there. Read them in

the published order like me or read them in chronological order. I think either way works out fine.The
first book I read from David was "The God Killers" because I liked the title and I've been hooked
ever since. Love the brand new cover. Just patiently waiting now for his next book. I'll read anything
he writes.Just realized he has a fifth book in the Post-Human series ready for pre-order called
"Inhuman" and due out April 27.Oh goody!David is a great writer and a nice person. Catch him on
Twitter and get these books. I guarantee they will keep you happily reading for a while.

I was browsing around looking for something different. I usually read murder mysteries and spy
novels.I finished book one and book two is now being devoured. I really enjoy how the plot, the
characters, and the 'science' develop side, by side, by side. I was not overwhelmed with character
studies or science lessons. But, as the plot developed the other elements just fell into place.There
were a lot of surprises, twists, in the plot. I did predict a couple of outcomes. That is as important as
a shocker. It makes me, the reader, feel that my brain is still working.It won't take long to be through
all four books. Hopefully the next one will be here soon.Thanks David

I've entered a new futuristic world, complete with sights, sounds and feelings. Who is this guy that
captures a future detailed so deliciously that even in sleep I am living his dream, his mind's eye
world? Not since Michael Crichton have I been this detached from my "real world". I read all four
books in two days and I'm about to delve into book five within minutes. Retirement has its benefits in
available reading time.Read his books, enjoy the ride, he won't disappoint.
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